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Department at North
Carolina A&T State
University. On Feb. 28,
2004, he landed in Kuwait
prior to serving in Iraq for
10 months.
On Feb. 15, he returned
back to Greensboro from
Iraq where he served as
Specialist B-Battery in the 1113 Field Artillery Unit.
Officer Tillery attended
Greensboro Technical
Community College (GTCC)
and has been an officer at
A&T for 11 years. He was a
deputy sheriff in Alabama
prior to his current position.
He served in Iraq, providing security for everyone on
the compound. His duties
also entailed helping train
Iraqi soldiers to control
security. Being in Iraq was a
constant game of survival
for Tillery. During his duty,
Tillery remained encouraged by saying, "I'm surviving no matter what it takes."
Yet, still, loud trucks on the
street in Greensboro sometimes remind him of the
unforgettable noises in Iraq,
Contrary to belief, there are
some rich people in Iraq.
But according to Tillery, the
wealth is not dispersed
throughout the land
Being away from family
was a coping process that he
learned to deal with.
During the few opportunities he was able to talk to
family, he tried to stay
upbeat to keep himself and
them strong. He recalls

Advanced Journalism
Studies. The series, "The
Fourth Estate and Blacks,"
will explore the presence
and the role of blacks in the
media.
The first of the events, a
panel discussion, took place
on March 16. The panel discussion was on a topic that
at one point divided a
nation.

Moderated by Harvard
Law professor Charles
Ogletree, Jr., five panelists
conversed about the O.J.
Simpson trial. The title of
the forum was "O.J.
Simpson Trial Ten Years
Later: The Media's Role."
The panelists consisted of
Norma James, a
Criminologist and adjunct
professor at Indiana
University Kokomo; Bill
Whitaker, CBS News
Correspondent; Ed Gordon,
National Public Radio show
host; Dave Gascon, retired
Los Angels Police Chief and
Chris Darden, the LA
County District Attorney
who helped prosecute the
case.

Beginning promptly at
seven in Stallings Ballroom
with standing-room only,
Ogletree opened the discussion.

The discussion explored

Bill Whitaker (left) and Ed Gordon (right), two black media icons, listen
intently to questions directed toward them from the audience
the media's action prior to
the trial, during the trial and
post trial. Each panelist,
who was an expert on the
O.J. Simpson trial, weighed
in on how they felt media
acted or reacted during the
trial. Though three of the

panelist disagreed overwhelmingly with the actions
of the media, Gordon and

Whitaker, both media insiders, defended the media's
position.
Each portion of the discussion began with a clip on
news coverage. Heading the
pretrial portion of the discussion, footage of the
famous slow-speed chase
was presented to the audi-

ence.

The entire panel answered
the question about how the
media affected the case.
Gascon said that in the
beginning the media was
cooperative, controlled and
accurate but as soon as evidence and the case were
turned over to prosecution
the media became reckless.
Darden spoke about how
the constant media coverage
possibly tainted the jury

pool.

As the discussion got
deeper race became the
overwhelming theme.
Johnson said, "I think the

focus was on who the victim
was...". Gordon followed

up,."Had it been his first

wife it would not have been
covered the same way."
The discussion pressed on
into the trial and post trial
portion and the audience
began asking questions and
race dominated the theme of
the discussion.
Whitaker noted the case
had spousal abuse, murder
and racism; all the making
of a Sunday night made-forTV movie
Gordon said, "Race was at
the core," which summed
up the evening. Indeed,
race was the core of the
case, the verdict and the
night's discussion.

Moss serves as monitor and mentor
to A&T student-athletes
By

Chad Roberts

Editor-in-Chief

What a difference a few
years can make. In 2001,
having a telephone converStephanie Moss was a health
sation with his girlfriend
and
physical education
and being interrupted by a
at N.C. A&T, planmajor
destructive sound nearby.
to
teach and coach at
ning
Those are just the type of
the
middle
school level after
things families worry about
while their loved ones are in graduation.
Four years later, Moss has
Iraq.
earned
both her undergrad"Although it was tough, if
uate
and
her master's
we do nothing as
and
the middle
degree,
Americans, they (Iraqi
school
children
she planned
insurgents) will win.
to coach and teach.are colAmerica done the wrong
lege freshmen and superthing by attacking Iraq,"
sized athletes.
states Tillery. His contract
Moss's official title is
was up on September 12,
Coordinator
of Athletic
2003 but his classification
Academics.
job descripHer
comes under the Stop Loss
tion is to monitor studentis
Program, in which there
athletes academic progress
no active contract but a soland make sure their gradedier can only get out by
point average stays above a
government approval.
Tillery does not want to give 2.00.
However, her office on the
up on being a part of the
third
floor of Hodgin Hall is
military until he receives
the
headquarters of an even
retirement benefits. If given
more sophisticated studentthe choice, he would not
have entered the military by athlete monitoring program,
where A&T's athletes learn
free-will since soldiers have
more than good study
no rights during the war.
habits
and how to calculate
He misses A&T most
because of the diverse group GPA's. They also learn lessons about life.
of people, their ambition
"I'm trying to teach them
and being able to attend onorder,"
Moss said, after two
campus sporting events.
football
players engaged in
Being back in America
a
friendly
wrestling match
gives him a sense of securiher
in
small,
cramped office,
ty. He enjoys being able to
"Even
door
is open
if my
go anywhere he wants and
can't
you
just
barge into my
eat and sleep where he
office."
chooses.
Aside from being the ref"You don't realize how
eree
in an occasional
much freedom you have
bout, Moss spends
wrestling
until it is taken away,"
her days in Hodgin Hall
Tillery stresses.

photo by Chad Roberts

Mark Davis, a football player and a junior majoring in visual arts, listens as Academic Monitoring Coordinator Stephanie Moss explains his
upcoming study hall schedule.
athlete has something to
gram focuses on studentarranging for tutors, setting
athletes with a grade-point
adjust to."
study hall schedules and
To help with the adjustaverage below 2.00, aide
teaching a class on Tuesdays

at 8 a.m. There is not much
time to relax in her office,
because there is usually an
athlete that needs assistance
with some phase of college
life.
Moss says she doesn't
mind taking the time to help
the athletes make the transition from home life to basically having two jobs, as an
athlete and a student.
"There is a difference,"
Moss said, when comparing
the lives of a student who
participates in college athletics to one who does not.
"Every semester a student-

ment, Moss came up with a

program called HART, or
Helping Athletes Rise to the
Top. The program was started with the help of a
FUTURES grant, and its
mission is to provide an academic support network for
athletes who have been
identified as "at-risk" by
A&T's Athletic Department
or the university's
Registrar's Office. HART
also strives to help studentathletes reach their full academic, personal and social

potential.

Though the HART pro-

and assistance is available to
all student-athletes. As the
program's leader, Moss is
responsible for coordinating
the study halls and tutorial
sessions. She says sports
gave her life more structure
as an undergraduate, and
she ultimately wants to earn
another degree and pursue
a career in student affairs
administration
"I want to work on behalf
of students," Moss said. "I
want to see all 311 studentathletes on the Dean's list."
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2005-2006
STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION
EXECUTIVE BOARD CANDIDATES

Chance Lynch

Classification: Junior
Major English SecondaryEducation

Hometown: Enfield, NC
Reason for running: "I want to be a s
vant to the students of NC A&T. My
entire platform is designed to empow
the individualbecause the better we a
as individuals thebetter A&T will be.
Affiliations/Experience: Student Sen
2002-03, Senate Clerk 2002-03,
Homecoming Planning Committee,
Director of Aggie mterdenominationa

Secretary

Miss A&T

President

ah Rasheed

Classification: Junior
Ma)°r: Business Markefals
Hometown: Roanoke, VA
Reason for running: "I know I have
what it takes to represent the univers
the students, and my community. I
have a passion for this position and 1
feel it is my time to make a differenc:e at
this university and in the lives of so

3<§SS3CH

RoblnSOII

Major: Psychology

Hometown: Charlotte, NC
Reason for running: "I have the exp
ence and knowledge to accurately

organize information and inform the
student body."

Affiliations/Experience: Freshman
Class Secretary, corresponding secrel:tary
of COP, psychology secretary, Senate
yearbook staff.

many."
Website: www.anisahrasheed.com
Affiliations/Experience: Sophomore
Class President, secretary of COP, Mi
Students in Free Enterprise, campus
mentor, Verge model, Ladies of
Excellence member, human resource
assistant forStudent Technology

Fellowship, University Elections
Committee: Campus life mentor, Ag
Class
Ambassa.dor., lunior
J.
Parliamentarian

.

MariSS® WiteS

Services

Classification: Junior
Major: Electrical Engineering
Hometown: Henderson, NC
Reason for running: "The Only True
Aggie Life." (TOTAL)
Affiliations/Experience: Vice Presiden
of Mu Psi Chapter of Omega Psi Phi
Fraternity, Inc., Project Engineer Toyot.
Motor Manufacturer, University
Marching Band 2001-03, Aggie
Ambassadors of College of Engineerinj
2002-03, Tuba Phi Tuba Brass Fellowship

C®(Ti)Sti)mCe

GOTOfe

Design

Hometown: Burlington, NC
Reason for running: "I have a passio

for helping others achieve and belief
that the students of A&T can make a difference in the community if given a
chance."

Information Not Available
Cory Adams
Matthew Melvin

Vice President o
Internal Affairs
mrt M®m®<B

Classification:

aitOtt McCIUirkln

Classification: Junior
Major: Political Science

Website: www.janiedenise.com
Affiliations/Experience: Tau Beta Pi
National Honor Society, U.S. Dept. of
Homeland Security Scholar, National
Society of Black Engineers (NSBE),
Honors Program, Miss American Society
of Agricultural Engineers.

-2002-03.

..ajor: Dusrncs

,

—

Hometown: Philadelphia, PA
Reason for running: "I feel I am thebest
candidate for this position because I havi
serving spirit, a genuine care for the student body and the experience needed to
carry out all of the duties that come with
the position."
Affiliations/Experience: 36th and 37tft

b

Legislative Assembly (Senate), UNCASG
delegate, finance committee chairperson,
elections committee, history club, Think
Tank.

Vice President of
External Affairs
Information Not Available
Megan Brooks
Blake Johnson
Michael Fairfax

Classification: Junior
Major: Mechanical Engineering
Hometown: Wilmington, NC
Reason forrunning: "I want to be
known as Miss HistoricalBlack Collej
and I have to be Miss A&Tfirst."
Affiliations/Experience: femalecoord
nator for Couture Productions, dance
choreographer, A&T track.

Attorney General
_

tfeiTiry

Classification: Junior
Journalism and Mass

Communication-ElectronicMedia
Hometown: Charlotte, NC
Reason for running: "I want to promote b
ter publicity. If one studentknows about
upcoming events, all students shouldknoi
I also want to put more programs into effe
involving health awareness."
Platform: "Promoting the GoldenRule"Doing unto others as you would have thei

Major: Business Economics

AHfllB@ir Browon

President, Junior Class Vice President, Rul
and Regulations Chair, National Associate
of Black Journalists, National Council of

Classification: Junior

Major: Business Finance

Alumni Association, Metro Aggies,
Aggie Call Center.

Hometown: Baltimore, MD
Reason for running: "Over the pass three

Platform: "Experience Matters"
Affiliations/Experience: HenryFrye PreLaw Society, Student Judiciary Council- 3
70(13-04. Election
" —*~» 2003-Ui,
years, Student Senator
Committee Chair Spring 2003

Information Not Available
Khaleena Anderson
Erique Berry
Brooks Shands

Hometown: Washington, DC
Reason for running: "I feel A&T has
contributed a great deal to who I am
today. Since this institution has done
so much for me, I feel I need to give
back. This position is more than a tit
it is a job and I am ready to workfull
time for the studentbody."
Platform: Planning for Resolution in

Hopes of a Revolution: Perserving an
Fulfilling Our Destinies.
Affiliations/Experience: Couture
Productions Treasurer, Honors
Program, Campus Life Mentor, Stude

Negro Women.

position will give he SGA's Judicial Branch
an opportunity to grow instead of mainta

Information Not Available

Janelle Mason
Eric Singleton
Kiana Bennett
Tiffany McCain

Treasurer
Cfoarfes Mmy

Classification: Junior
Major: Accounting

•am,

iPsi

of Black Accountants, staff accountant for
local CPA firm, Gillette Scholar.

IRHShldl LffldlSODTil

Classification: Junior
Hometown: Queens, NY
Major: Computer Science
Reason for running: "I am very inter
ed in thebusiness aspects involved w
the SGA and I would make sure the
money is managed properly and eve
distributed theroughout thebudget, I am
also owner ofmy computerbusiness,
Ladent Computers, LLC."
Affiliations/Experience: Alpha Phi A lpha
Fraternity, Inc., NSBE.
Melanie Chavarria

Classification: Junior

do unto you.

years of serving on the Student Judiciary
Council, I have seen manyof the same types
of cases as well as the same types ofpeop>le.
If granted the opportunity to serve my urnversity, I will have access to the proper
resources to implement mechanisms that
will decrease the occurrence of regulatory
infractions and increase the effectiveness of
the SGA Judicial Branch. Electing me to t his

Hometown: Richmond, VA
Reason for running: "Besides being th
right personfor this job, I have been
taught how to occupy time and resou ces
and delegate responsibility to those I work
with. I plan to own my own company one
day and I feel this would be a great experience.
Affiliations/Experience: Student
Ambassador,Virginia Aggie Club, SGA

Information Not Available

Affiliations/Experience: Media Network

D>®Tifi)5lil5iqp<S
TJIIIImfflira

Classification: Junior
Major: Professional Theatre
Hometown: Greensboro, NC
Reason for running: "I have several
goals and objectives I want to accom.push
for the student body and the comnrunity,
I want to represent the institution in an
exemplary fashion, one that will leav
legacy of excellencefor years to comi
Platform: Respect for thePast +
Preparation for the Future = Results i
the Present.
Website: www.KislyckSmith.com
Affiliations/Experience: Richard B.
Harrison Players, President of Alphai Psi
Omega National Dramatic Honor So>ciet5
Chaplainof Alpha Phi Chapter of AlIpha
Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc., Alpha
Lambda Delta.

Hometown: Henderson, NC
Reason forrunning: " I believe that t]
Student Government Association is a
vital part to the Aggie student commi
nity. Historically, A&Tstudents have
taken a pro-active approach in makin
changes at the university and in the
Greensboro community. This spirit is
what sets A&T apart from other univi
sities. I would like to implement diffe
ent programs and activities that A&T
students can be involved in."

Classification: Semoi
ISAM OgHJUDbyUmJ Major:
Industrial Engineering

Junior

Hometown: Columbus, OH
Reason for running: 1 want to leave:
legacy with A&T. My experiences at
A&T have been ones of growth and ei
cational enhancement. I want to be
among the great group of women whi
promoted this university in thepast!
Platform: I will work to make our
growth transition one that will keep tl
integrity and pride of being an HBCU

Classification: Junior
Major: Political Science

Website:www.MarissaWilkes.com
Affiliations/Experience: SUAB Sped;
Affairs Committee, Alpha Kappa Alpha
Sorority, Inc., Political Science Society.

Major: Bioenvironmental fegineering

Hometown: Baltimore, MD
Reason for running: "A&Thas given sc
much to me as a student these last three
years that I feel it is my responsibility tc
ultimately shape the A&T experience fo
other young men and women."
Platform: "Excellence in Motion."
Affiliation/Extierience: Student Senate

rnlt. Moody

Classification: Junior
Major Fash ion Merchandising and

Platform: "Encouraging Tomorrow's
Leaders Today From Generation to
Generation'-gearedaround children and
the enrichment of theireducation.
Affiliations/Experience: campus life
mentor, day care volunteer, 37th legislative assembly Senate.

Classification: Junior

R®e!ad WJIS@m

Information Compiled By: Stancheka

Boone, Natalya Monah, Harold Chairs
and Jeuron Dove
Pictures By: Stancheka Boone

Page Layout By: Erica Franklin

¥@TES

Classification: Junior

M
F
Business Mark
iviarKetrng
Hometown: Charlotte, NC

Platform: Helping to Enrich Aggies

Lives (HEAL), A&TConnection, Aggi
Today-CEOs Tomorrow.

Campus View Apartments

Email: Rachel4MissNCAT@aol.com
Affiliations/Experience: School of
Business andEconomics Senator,

Brand New 3 Bedroom

American Marketing Association
(AMA), Dean of Students Advisory

Apartments!
Open Fall Semester 2005
Call 333-9998

Council, Alpha Lamda Delta.

Information Not Available
Christina Rodgers
Ashley Riggs
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2005-2006
CLASS OFFICER CANDIDATES

Sophomore Class
President

lines,

Jr.

Junior Class

Miss Sophomore

Classification:Freshman
Major: Applied Mathematics and Physics
Reasons for Running: "I see things that
need to be improved such as parking
services and housing. I want to take an
active role in my campus and help lead
the class and the campus to a phenomenal future. I want to run because I want
to serve the student body and a leader
must be willing to kneel and serve so the
followers can be exalted."
Platform: HIV Prevention: "Spread something positive other thanHIV," Progress,
Performance and Change, Big Brothers
Big Sisters, T.H.A. H.O.O.D.: The
Honorable Aggies Helping Others
Overcome Despair.
Affiliations/Experience: Honors
Program, MAA, NSBE, Sickle Cell
Association of the Piedmont, Big
Brothers/Big Sisters, National Collegiate
Scholars Honors Society, Aggie Elite..

mdlas® JJoIhinsom

President

Classification: Freshman
Major: Nursing
Reasons for Running: "Being a class
queen is not about glitz and glamour.
It is about doing for the community.
Not because you have too, but becausi
you want to."
Platform: HIV Prevention: Spreading
something positive other than HIV,
Donating and raising money for The
World Food Bank.
Affiliations/Experience: Student
Senator Year 2004-2005, Miss South
Carolina for the South Carolina Aggie
Club, Aggie Elite, Ladies of Excellence
Sickle Cell Association of the
Piedmont.

Information Not Available
Tammy Morrison

Classification: Sop] lomore
Major: Accounting
Reason for Running: "I want to
use my experience to unify,
inspire, and motivate my fellow
class members."
Platform: "A Class above the
Rest"-Class Work- increase collab
oration and campus involvement
Class Mate- community service
and mentorship, Class Actionempowerment program.
Affiliations/Experience: SGA
Student Senate, Alobeaem
Accounting Society, Think Tank
Steering Committee.
Email: ShariFaison@hotmail.com

Sflaari Ws&amm

Vice President
Information Not Available
Crystal Cameron

Treasurer

Information Not Available
Leo Breckenridge
Monique Manning

Information Not Available
Ryan Thomas

Miss Junior

Vice President

Information Not Available
Satara

Information Not Available
Randall Ellington
Vermeka Lang 1

Campbell

Alicia Moore
Kimberly Swann
Danielle Blackwell
Crystal Williams

Senior Class
Vice President

resident
Classification: Junior
"\
Major: Special Education
TMRay M«]K®83©in Reason for Running: "The Class of 2006 is
in need of change. I have come to realize
that change has a considerable psychological
impact on thehuman mind. To the fearful, it
is threatening because it means that things
may get worse. To the hopeful, it is encouri
aging because there is a possibility of things
MBk improving. And to the confident, it is inspirOMHjjBf mg because the challenge exists to make
dgmgSm things better. I am confidently asking perMBMBr mission of the Class of 2006 to allow me to
tgyjaU accept the challenge of making things better."
Rhj Platform: Embracing Responsibility Today
So That We Won't Have to Make Excuses
Tomorrow.
Affiliations/Experience: Aggie Ambassadors,
Sophomore Class Treasurer, Lady Aggie
Softball Team, Dem Dawgs, Zeta'Alpha
J
Chapter Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, Inc.
V.
/

'

Classification: Junior
Major: Political Science
•adhaad Haggard Reason for Running: -J want to
embrace and empower the intell ectual
community through scholarship, leadership and service. I also want to convey the message of Dr. Velma Sp eight
Buford '53, by showing undying love,
infectious optimism, raw courage and
a forever commitment to the rich heritage of North Carolina A&T."
Affiliations/Experience: Class Cliair
Tribute to Women, Save Our Stuidents
State Board, Social Studies Instruictors
T
Upward Bound, Tavis Smiley Sc holar
& Workshor> Presenter. African
American PoliticalCaucus

OMrar Thnmm

Classification: Junior
Major: Political Science
Reason for Running: "It is my
mission to maintain the legacy oi
North Carolina A&T State
University through positive lead
ship and service to mybrothers
and sisters."
Affiliations/Experience: UNC in
Washington Fellowship, Nationa
Dean's List, African American
Caucus Greensboro Chapter,
Chancellor's Scholar, PAL, Junior
Class Historian, National
Conference of Black Political
Scientists, Political Science Society.

Miss Senior
Classification:

.Rondnii Nslsmiii

Junior

Major: Journalism and Mass
Communication—Electronic Media
Reason for Running: "I want to be a positive influence not only to the class of
2006 but also to the Greensboro commu-

Classification: Senior
Double M
Jr-

d Mass

Irsmdsi Was®

Aggies."

iven

Platform: "The Aggie
Impression... ALeader's
Expression"

nity. I am dedicated to community service and hope to encourage others to participate in community service activities. 1
believe in saying 'IfI can help someone,
then my living will not be in vain."

Platform: "Empowering, Encouraging,
and Elevating Our Future."
Affiliations/Experience: Freshman Class
President, Sophomore Class Vice
President, Junior Class Present, Ms.
Media Network, Queen City Aggies
Parliamentarian.

J

Classification: Junior
Major: Political Science
Reason for Running: "I thrive c
being actively involved amongs

Affiliations/Experience: SGA
Senator- Past Chairwoman of
Senate, Restructuring Corrimitte
Communitv
ximuraty Service Chairwom
of Alpha Chi Honors Society

care

of Arts and Sciences Senator, Campus
Life Mentor, Orientation Counselor.

Information Not Available
Alexis Giles
Kourtnye Worth
Brittani Smith
Sujotta Pace

Information, Pictures, and Page Layout Completed By:
Erica Franklin & Stancheka Boone
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Chad Roberts, Bigg Boss Mann
Patrice Withers, Sergeant-At-Arms
Brett Harrington, Force of Destruction
Erica Franklin, The Queen Ultimate
Julius McKinley, Designated Driver
Gregory Bond, Official Mascot
Shevaun J. Lassiter, Spiritual Advisor
Karina Hardy, Online Editor/ Ad Designer
Jessica DeVault, Copy Editor
Nathan Click, Business Manager
Armand Swain, Assistant Business Manager
Brandon Dillahunt, Advertising Representative
Valerie Nieman, Faculty Advisor
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The A&T Register
Box E-25, 1601 E. Market St
Greensboro, NC 27411
E-mail: register@ncat.edu
Telephone: 336.334.7700

Student media
committee a viable way
to bridge the gap
Student-run media has been on the A&T
campus since the 1890's and has come quite
a long way since then. The A&T Register
was the first, but a television studio and a
radio station are now up and running, to
varying degrees of success
Historically, student media (especially
newspapers) has been controversial. It has
shocked students, scared administrators
and made its advisors sweat,
The results of student media's work has
led to court cases, acts of theft, assaults, hirings, firings and everything else between.
In 1999, the student government of
Florida A&M froze the student newspaper's
funds after the paper endorsed a candidate
for office. At Kentucky State University in
2001, two students who sued the university
for refusing to distribute the student yearbook were awarded $5,000 each plus
$60,000 in attorney's fees. At Hampton
University in 2003, the acting president confiscated all the student newspapers because
the editor refused to print the acting president's letter on the front page.
Some situations can't be avoided but, it
is usually in all parties' best interest to talk
about problems and work on a compromise
first. Stealing, cutting budgets and legal
action should be a last resort
Student journalists are just that. They
are not professionals, and they are not infallible. A good journalist is not necessarily out
to expose or embarrass, it's just that journalists dig. Sometimes when you dig, you find
dirt.
Whether or not that dirt is exposed to
the world is usually up to the student leader
of the given media outlet. That is why whoever is in charge should be well-versed in
media law and ethics, and have journalistic
integrity.
Unfortunately, most students and
administrators either don't know or don't

care about journalistic ethics and cast a
wary eye towards the student media. As the

saying goes, "people fear what they don't
know." A partial solution to the sometimesstrained relationship between a campus
community and its student media is a student media committee.
A student media committee could be
formed like a committee in the student senate. It could be made up of students picked
at random. Or, students could be appointed
by faculty, staff, the student body president
or a combination of all ofthe above.
Regardless ofhow the members came
into the media committee, their job would
be the same - to watch, listen, read and be
knowledgeable about the content produced
by the students. Every other month or so,
the committee could have a meeting with
the student leaders of the newspaper, radio

Letters to the Editor
can be sent to

register@ncat.edu
or the address above

and television stations.
The committee meetings would be the
time to discuss what the student journalists
are doing, and bring up any problems or
issues that may have come up. Anyone
offended by something they heard or saw
could complain to the student media committee, who could then question the student

vr:vv

responsible for allowing the publication of
the alleged offense. If someone felt that one
of the s'tudent media outlets is misrepresenting them, or is treating them unfairly,
they could go to the student media committee.
The authority that the committee would
wield is the most important issue, and the
biggest potential roadblock to the committee being formed. Its members should not
see the committee as a way to take control
of the media, but as a means of exchanging
information and expressing their thoughts
and concerns about the media's content in
an organized, formal setting.

Editorials in the above column represent the opinion of the A&T Register editorial board. The
views expressed here are not necessarily representative of the students, faculty, staff or administration of North Carolina A&T. The A&T Register editorial board consists of Chad Roberts, Editor-inChief; Patrice Withers, Managing Editor; Brett Harrington, News Editor; and Erica Franklin,
Assistant News Editor.

Our generation is a weak one
QUOTE OF THE WEEK
"Any man who would sacrifice freedom
for security deserves neither."
Benjamin Franklin

By Brett Harrington
News Editor

Our generation is weak. We claim to be
we are the smartest, most
quick witted and most technological
advanced generation ever. We believe our
strengths are in our ability to think, write
and debate. We believe our power is in our
ability to figure out complicated hardware
and software without directions; think
about how many times you put together
your computer or deciphered a program
without instruction, or your ability to master a video game without a single moment
to attain a strategy.
Today's younger generation is by far the
most intelligent generation ever because we
have total access to all information.
The question is, what have we done with
all this knowledge we are privileged to? The
answer is, absolutely nothing! Our parents
and our parents-parents broke their backs
so we could have all this freedom and we
have done nothing with it.
Some of the brightest students dismiss
their intelligence and fail at school because
they think it's cool. The most intelligent go
to school and do nothing else but excel academically, never participating in extracurricular, never finding reason, and refusing to
help fellow students.
What has our generation contributed to
history, we brought the world free music
downloading, is that to be our legacy?
Early on we were described as the forgotten generation, the M-TV generation and
generation Y or was it Why?

strong because

Our generation has been a generation of
observers. We watched Desert Storm I & II
from the comfort of home, we watched the
world Trade Center fall, we watched U.S.
troops engage Afghanistan, we watched
Operation Iraqi Freedom and Enduring
Freedom and now we watch the U.S.
Military occupy two countries and all we
have done is watched.
We watched Bush steal an election. We
watched Fahrenheit 9/11 and yet he is serving a second term.
We now watch America neglect Africa as
though nothing is happening their. Africa
was ravaged by the Tsunami the same as Sri
Lanka and in Sudan people are being killed
in the millions yet we stand idly by and say
nothing to the people who can do something about it
We do nothing because our generation of
existential fearless law breakers, risk takers,
hackers, crackers, high flyers, sky divers,
base divers, bike riders, skateboarders, bladders, mountain climbers, rappers, singers,
gun slingers, poets, travelers and adventures are weak.
Our ancestors openly and on Capitol Hill
protested for Civil Rights, against the
Vietnam War, against the 1968 Olympics
and against Apartheid.
It was once said that our generation has
had no single event to set its place in the
History books and now that it does we have
fail to secure our bequest.
I wonder if someday there will be statues
on the grounds of A&T that commemorate
our generation.

Ifl : I
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A&T Adopts /\nc\cnt /\s\an
Mealing Art of ~Ta'\ C.hi

What's
Next!!
Fashion Fright
By Candra Whitley

Contributor

By

Everybody has done it.
Everyone has worn some
things that they look back

on and wonder, "What in
the world made me wear
that?" This week we're look
ing at a few trends that we
wish we'd skipped.

There's nothing like a
pair of com-

fortable,

worn-in
jeans, but

this look thai
was worn in
the 80's was almost one of
the most popular, yet one of

the worst. Nothing much
looked good with them and
they didn't provide the
clean, vertical lines that
make jeans look long. I'm
not canceling out the occa-

sional, strategically placed

holes in jeans which make
them look "dated," but the
stuck-in-a-tractor, washed
too many times look is not a
good move.

Tamara Stinson

Contributor
Tai Chi is a mixture of
martial arts, meditation and
yoga. Many like to refer to it
as the "healing" art.
The purpose of Tai Chi is
to relax, revitalize, and
strengthen the body
through gentle yet powerful
movements expressed in the
form of a very slow dance. It
is classified as a "soft style"
martial art.
Tai Chi recently made its
way to A&T. The Aggie
'Spirit Way' Tai Chi Club
meets every Wednesday at
7:00 pm in the Fitness and
Wellness center. Under the
direction of Sifu Jeffrey
Carter, a junior history and
secondary education major,
who stresses that relaxation
is key.
"The Aggie 'Spirit Way' Tai
Chi club's purpose is to provide students, faculty and
the entire Aggie community
with a very comprehensive
Tai Chi program. Our primary focus will be on health

3na

j iDet

and fitness concerns, exploring the origins and benefits
of Tai Chi, and real life
applications of Tai Chi,"
says Carter.
Carter has been practicing
Tai Chi for many years and
his passion for it inspired
him to bring the "healing"
art to A&T.
"I wanted to introduce
some healing to campus and
the community. We know
how to work on everything
external; we need to devote
some serious time and
attention to our inner development of self," says Carter.
In addition to its physical
benefits, the Chinese believe
Tai Chi to have certain psychological effects as well. Tai
Chi, as a form of meditation,
is intended to help people

understand themselves and
deal with others more effectively. This latter function is
rooted in a persons learning
to control themself.
The prime spiritual aspect
of Tai Chi is the adoption of
a spirit of self-sacrifice, generosity and the elimination
of self-centeredness. Tai Chi
is meant to be taught and
practiced in a spirit of compassion and service to others.

Many students had a lot of

great things to say about
their experiences during the
Tai Chi class. Janita Johnson,

a junior Graphics
Communications Systems
major, explains her experience as, "Focused and balanced. Self-actualization and
realization with what's
going on within your body,
mind and spirit."
"...Ahhh! That's good,"
was all LaShonda Bass,
freshman criminal justice
major, had to say.
The Aggie 'Spirit Way' Tai
Chi Club which meets every
Wednesday at 7:00pm at the
Fitness & Wellness Center.

.

eacnes its practitioners self control
and attempts to eliminate self-centerdness.

Maybe it
was armor
for busting

through
that glass
ceiling. Or
maybe
women
were try-

ing to fit into the male dom
inated workplace by looking
like linebackers. Whatever
the reason, shoulder padsthe kind that added an inch
or more height- were VERY
wrong.
;ood for
lumberjacks
and for people who live

Cv-c

rvcvtr

tr-cths irke

ffit of-, irkt ctvLy

in a chilly
state, but on

■iL . . .

everybody
else, flannel
looked
frumpy and
silly. Worn over an old tshirt, Kurt Kobain style, no

tyf€

for

-tknf-

f (CLds-

f\rtrsA.r-4, find.

ma'am.

The majority
of folks on
campus are
NOT
dancers; in
fact most
can't dance
at all. So
why do we

$€

erf

insist on

dressing like them?
Complete with leg warmers,
ripped sweatshirts, and
braided headbands? Get
over it.

Like a bad

flashback,
this style
keeps coming back at
least once a
decade, and
still lives on
today. Fun
to make at
home- not so fun to remember. The bright colors flattered almost no one. It also
gives off a slacker vibe. You
can wear it in a more polished way. Use colors such
as pink and red or brown
and plum.
Accessories

Big hair was
big in the 80's
and so were
wack accessones

Ribbon barrettes and
feathers, and
banana clips. Only one
thing to say about that, no
Today's hair accessories are
a little more understated.

Hopefully these trends
stay far away from this campus.
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HAS HIP HOP LOST ITS
OOTS FROM THE LEGENDS
WHO PAVED THE WAY?
April

Bell

"You know I thug
em, fxxx em, love
em, leave em cause
I don't fxxxin need
em.Take em out the
hood keep em
looking good but I
don't fxxxin feed
em."

itributor

Money cash hoes, money
ih hoes," is a lyric taken
m a Jay-Z and DMX colloration performed on the
ird Knock Life album.
mbined with 'bling
ng" and brutal animosity
vards one's foes this has
3n the trademark of the
ijority of the lyricists in
lay's hip hop community,
is wasteful precept raises
question, has hip hop
lyed away from roots?
rhe veterans of hip hop,
ug E. Fresh, Jam Master
sh and the Furious Five,
i Public Enemy (to name
aw), sent social messages

;

jugh their music

Lether it be the poor conions of the inner city,
e Message" or oppresn "Fight the Power." Over
e though, many artist
e slowly but surely driftDff into the commercial-

r

I world.
are the lyrics and
ssages of injustices,
of family, and
ication. These days it's
>ut "Get rich or die try," "girls, girls, girls," or
mebody's gotta die."
se lyricists have numerfans that like to mimic
jone

-Big Pimpin

Jay Z has tried to
bring hip hop back to

its roots with his well
respected rap style

Nas' 'Street's Disciple'
double the gift,
none of the curse
halfway-intelligent black
man could relate to, but the
need for commercial accept-

commentary
by

Chad Roberts

Editor In Chief

ance caused him to litter

I remember the first time
I heard a Nas song. It was
the video for "It Ain't Hard
to Tell" and I was not that
impressed. I thought he was
strong lyrically, but I hated
the beat; he sampled a crappy Michael Jackson song. I
thought to myself, "why the
hell would a New York rapper use thatbeat?"
But at the time I was a
hip-hop fiend, and the
"streets" said Nas was the
next big thing. So, being the
smart man that I am, I
dubbed (anybody else
remember dubbing tapes?)
his debut album "Illmatic"
from homeboy Aaron.

Many of Nas' fans

believe he is the

greatest of all time

Evidently, the record-

buying masses must have
followed my lead. Despite

a

5-micrating from "The
Source" magazine, "Illmatic"
didn't come close to going
gold, let alone platinum.
His next few albums did
a whole lot better, thanks to
an industry makeover for
commercial radio and dedicated listeners like myself
who bought the albums
even though critics said he
had lost his touch.
In some ways the critics,
were right. Nas still wrote
rhymes that an average,

albums with songs like 'You
Owe Me" or dumb skits
about getting high on "new
millennium drugs."
Judging from what I
have seen and heard of Nas'
character and lyrical skill, it
must have bothered him to
have to dumb-down to sell a
million records. It definitely
bothered me - especially
when "Nastradamus,"
arguably his most-hated
album of all-time, fell upon
deaf ears while Jay-Z,
Juvenile and other less-prolific Dirty South rappers
soaked up the limelight that
had shifted away from the
Queensbridge M.C.
It wasn't until a highlypublicized feud with Jay-Z
and the Roc-A-Fella camp
broke out in 2001 that the
spotlight was on Nas again,
With the world watching
and listening, Nas went
after Jay-Z and company on
his legacy-reaffirming
album "Stillmatic" and
showed why he was so
highly regarded in the first
place. It was justlike the
"old" Nas all over againExcept Nas, the man, was
different. Way different
I remember Nas
rhyming about how when
he was 12, he "went to Hell
for snuffing Jesus," or how
him without reefer was "like
Malcolm X catching jungle
fever." Thoughts like that
can only come from the
mind of a frustrated, weedsmoking black man. I could
relate
Now, with his CD
"Street's Disciple," Nas'
lyrics are more positive,
while keeping his past in
perspective. He is humble
now. The "radio" songs
aren't really radio songs.
Even the skits have a message. His socially-conscious
side, which he rarely
revealed during the peak of
hip-hop's 'bling" era, is

more apparent now.
As for myself, I always

listened to Nas for his lyrics.
I knew from his rhymes he
had spent at least some part
of his time reading books,
newspapers and learning
about the world beyond
what he had been exposed
to.
And even though songs
like the party track "Virgo"
are the only ones that make
it into radio rotation, I know
a Nas album is going to be
more substance than style
and more sincerity than
braggadocio. I can't help but
to compare it to his old beef
with Jay-Z. Hova had and
still has more fans than Nas,
but Jay-Z or any other M.C.
is hard-pressed to match
Nas' skill line-for-line. And
quality beats quantity. Every
time.

married R&B singer
Kelis in a private
ceremony

Due to bad management and no promotion, Jae Millz was
recently signed to Universal Records. After dropping the
smash hit "No, No, No," Millz is eager to finally release his
first solo project tiled "Back to the Future," which features
Fat Joe and a stellar production cast which features Swizz
Beatz. Millz promoises to keep the album srteet oriented
and give fans a taste of his life.

Joe and Jadakiss strike back

Fat Joe and Jadakiss recently released diss tracks towards
iO Cent. Jadakiss and Joe's tracks can be heard on the
internetat www.playahater.com. Jadakiss also has another
diss towards 50 Cent taht should be released on Styles P's
upcoming album.
Doug E. Fresh, helped
put hip hop on the
map with his smash
hit "The Show."

You know the
pxxxx is all that
that's why I get
begets 5 karats and
all that."
-Ain't No Nxxxx
Kanye West has been
praised as bringing
hip hop back as a rapper and as a producer.

Jae Millz is coming soon

Fat

them and the things they
So, has hip hop lost its
roots? Well as one lyricist
said, "If skills sold truth be
told I'll probably be lyrically
Talib Kweli, truthfully I
want to rhyme like common
sense but I did 5 mil I ain't
been rhyming like common
sense." As lovers of hip hop
you must ask yourself this
question. Each year new
artists continue to emerge
with lack of creativity in
their lyrics and repetitive
derogatory messages. This
will eventually lead to the
disintegration of the foundations of hip hop.

Entertainment
Briefs

Kanye West to start clothing line with Ralph Lauren
Yes its true. Rapper/Producer Kanye West will be started
clothing line called Pastel. West' clothing line aws supposed to be in collaboration with Rocawear, but that deal
didn't work out so he turned to Ralph Lauren. The move
was good for West who's style tends to fit the preppy style
of Ralph Lauren.
a

Jurmaine Dupree making big moves
Jurmaine Dupree just signed 106 & Park champion Suny
to a deal with Virgin records. Dupree aslo has more plans
in store as well. He has been sigining new artists to his
label to give music fans a taste of something new. Dupree
claims to be trying to revitalize the Virgin label the same
way Def Jam was revitalized in the early 90's.
All information was compiled from www.mtv.com and
www.bet.com.

Woodiow Bumbry helped
contribute to this article

If you are interested in writing for The A&T Register please call
334-7700. If you are interested in becoming the Arts &
Entertainment Editor, please come by room 328 in the New
Classroom Building to fill out an application.
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AGGIES LOSE LAST
TWO GAMES OF SEASON
By Gregory Bond

Sports Editor

Steven Koger (above) was one of four players
honored at Senior Night.

Steven Koger, Gregory
Davis, Jeff Alvis and
Rechodd Carter were honored on Senior Night but
South Carolina State had a
different agenda as the
Bulldogs defeated the
Aggies 73-65 on Mar. 5 at
Corbett.
Thurman Zimmerman
rained on the Aggie seniors
by scoring 25 points and
grabbing seven rebounds.
Sean Booker led A&T with
20 points on the night. He
scored 15 in the first half.
The Aggies had a 39-31
halftime lead, but once
again could not keep the
lead. South Carolina State

LADY BULLDOGS
ELIMINATE A&T FROM
TOURNAMENT
From

Register

Sports Department

The Lady Aggies needed
just one more win to finish
above .500 in the conference
for the first time in years
They accomplished that
goal as A&T defeated rival
South Carolina State 75-64
on Mar. 5, at Corbett on
Senior Night,
Lakeisha Williams led the
Lady Aggies with 14 points.
Tia Richardson was honored on Senior Night.
South Carolina State shot
49 percent from the field.
The Lady Aggies put a lot of
pressure on the Lady
Bulldogs as they forced 30
turnovers.

South Carolina State had
20 turnovers in the first half,
which help A&T to go
ahead 44-32 at halftime.
Evena Morency led the
Lady Bulldogs with 27
points and grabbed 11
rebounds. Marquita Fenn
scored 14 points and 10
rebounds.
On Mar. 7, it looked really
dim for South Carolina State
as they had to face the same
team which they lost to two
days ago
However, it was the other
way around as the #10 seed
Lady Bulldogs knocked out
#7 seed A&T 70-60 in the
first round of the MEAC
Tournament at Arthur Ashe
Center in Richmond, Va.
Evena Morency scored 14

points and grabbed 13
rebounds for the Lady

Bulldogs
"They were the better
team tonight," Roundtree
said, from A&T Sports

Information. "We didn't
come to play and they were
the aggressors on offensive.
Give South Carolina State
credit, they came out and
played like they had something to play for and we
didn't."
Williams led the Lady
Aggies with 15 points and
Shareka "Mia" Glover
added 11 for A&T.
Richardson ended her career
with A&T with eight points.
The Lady Aggies finished
10-17 and 9-9 in the conference.

Lady Aggies sweep Savannah
State in doubleheader
From

the Register

Sports Department

N.C. A&T came into

Savannah, Ga. wanting to

end their nine-game losing
streak. The Lady Aggies
did as they swept the Lady
Tigers on Mar. 10.
Savannah State remains
winless on the season.

In game one, A&T blew
out Savannah State 14-1 in
five innings. The Lady
Aggies jumped ahead with
six runs in the first inning.
A&T's batters lit up
Savannah State's Kristen
Horton. Horton (0-5)

pitched five innings, allowing 14 runs on 15 hits.
Lorraine Geiger (1-0)

earned her first victory of
the season as she pitched
four innings, had five strikeouts and allowed no hits or
runs

Tabatha Veney was 2 for 4
with four RBIs and Renecia
Loveface was 2 for 3 with
three RBIs for the Lady
Aggies
Laneisha Craig had the
only RBI and Horton had
the only hit for the Lady
Tigers.
In game two, it was the
same as A&T (4-9) crushed
Savannah State 22-0.

Geiger (2-0) pitched two
innings and allowed only
one hit. Adia Dial pitched
three innings and struck out
six on the afternoon.
Jessica Cooper, Christie
Davis and Chaola Simmons
each had three RBIs for the
Lady Aggies.
Savannah State had nine
errors; Ashley Pierce and
Ashley Lassiter had two
errors each.
Craig was the only player
on with a hit for Savannah
State (0-8).
The Lady Aggies will be at
home for a doubleheader
against Alabama A&M on
Mar. 20 at 1 p.m.

A&T victorious again
at Cheerleading
By

Michael

Stanley

Contributor
The N.C A&T Aggie
Cheerleading team won the
2005 Mid-Eastern Athletic
Conference Coca-Cola

Cheerleading
Championship on Saturday,
March 12 in the Arthur Ashe

Center in Richmond, Va.
N.C. A&T defeated
Norfolk State and Morgan
State who finished in second
and third place to claim

Championship

fheir second consecutive
championship. The Aggies
were also rewarded first

place honors in the Co-ed

division of the competition.
Norfolk State again came in
second place and third place
was rewarded to South
Carolina State.
Other teams placing in the
competition were the Bears
of Morgan State collecting
their seventh straight AllGirls first place reward.
Coppin State came in sec-

ond place and Delaware
State finished in third.
Adryan Williams was the
only Aggie named to the
MEAC Ail-Star first team
and Orren Mocklin made to
second team. The All-Stars
who place in the

Championship were
Rochelle Logan of Morgan
State; Reggie Thomas of
Coppin State; and Christy

Keene of Morgan State.

A&T Sports Schedule
Baseball - Mar. 17, Princeton, 3 p.m.; Mar. 19, at Florida A&M, 1 p.m. DH; Mar. 20, at
Florida A&M, 12 p.m.; Mar. 23, at Wofford, 6 p.m.
Softball Mar. 20, Alabama A&M, 1 p.m. DH; Mar. 22 Norfolk State, 2 p.m.
Tennis - Mar. 20, at Norfolk State, 2 p.m.; Mar. 23, Appalachian State, 2 p.m
Track - Mar. 18-19, Charlotte Invitational, Charlotte, N.C.
Bowling Mar. 19-20, IBC Sectional Qualifiers, TBA

-

used their size to their
advantage in the second half
to overcome an eight-point
deficit.
"If it's a game where a lot
of physical play is going to
be allowed, we are at a disadvantage right now," said
A&T's coach Jerry Eaves,
from the Sports Information
Department. "It will not
always be that way, but
right now, a kid like
Zimmerman is going to hurt
us because he has a big
body and he knows how to
use it

effectively."

Demeco Heath scored 21
points and Brian Mason
added 15 and grabbed 10
boards for the Bulldogs (1811,11-7 MEAC).
Alvis scored 13 points in

his final game at home.
Koger was off as he shot 3
of 13 from the field for eight
points.
On Mar. 8, A&T was set to
play against BethuneCookman. The teams split
the two-game series this
year.
#8 seed Bethune-Cookman
was ready to get revenge
against A&T as they cruised
over the ninth-seeded
Aggies 76-62 in the first
round of the MEAC tournament at Arthur Ashe Arena
in Richmond, Va.
Bethune-Cookman was
careful with the basketball
as they only turned the ball
over 16 times. This is only
the second time that the
Aggies did not force at least

20 turnovers against a
MEAC opponent.
Antonio Webb scored a
game-high 24 points and
Diondre Larmond added 22
The Wildcats took the lead
26-25 in the first half and
never looked back.
Larmond hit three consecutive 3-pointers to lead 6038 in the second half.
Sean Booker led the
Aggies with 16 points,
Demetrius Goins added 13
and Steven Koger contributed with 11.
The Aggies finished 6-24
in the regular season and 513 in the conference.
The six victories doubled
their win total from last
year.

Helpless Basketball
Conferences and Universities
By

Ronald Carthen

Contributor
It is always great to see
Historically Black Colleges

and Universities go to the
tournament. But in this
case, you can stop crossing
your ringers and praying for
any miracles.
I was sitting in my room
watching the 2005 SWAC
Tournament Champions
Alabama A&M Bulldogs
(18-13) play the MidContinent Tournament
Champions the Oakland
Golden Grizzles (12-18) in
the play-in for the right to
lose to the top-seeded North
Carolina Tar Heels in the
Syracuse bracket in the first
round of the NCAA
Tournament. It's bad
enough that my predication
was wrong; AAMU became
the fourth team to lose to a
losing team in the play-in
game. Florida A&M
Rattlers was the last losing
team to win in 2004 against
the Lehigh Mountain
Hawks (UNC-Ashville in
2003 and Siena in 2002).
Now what makes you

think that I am going to convince anybody that the 2005
MEAC Champions
Delaware State Hornets
have a shot against the top
seed 2005 ACC Tournament
Champions the Duke Blue
Devils in the Austin Bracket
of the tournament in
Charlotte. DSU will enter
the tournament as a 16 seed,
Come on, since the tournament expanded the field to
64 in 1985, a 16 seed team
has been 0-80 in the tournament.
Can you remember the
last time a team in the
MEAC advanced to the second round? It happened
twice while you guys were
in high school or middle
school. The Coppin State
Eagles was a 15 seed when
they defeated the two seed
South Carolina Gamecocks
in 1997 and the 15 seed
Hampton Pirates defeated
the two seed Iowa State
Cyclones in 2001
There is no comparison
between any of these teams
including the trainers. You
can't compare Hornets
coach Greg Jackson to a

three-time national champion like Blue Devil Coach
Mike Krzyzewski. And
don't get me started when
comparing any Hornet to
the ACC leading scorer J.J.
Reddick and ACC defensive
player of the year Shelden
Williams. Well, in case you
care Jahsha Bluntt is the
team's leading scorer with
13.9 points per game and a
40.6 three-point field goal

percentage.

There is just no other way
to tell you all that the
Hornets should just enjoy
these next few days before
they get into the worst two
hours of their lives. These
guys have a 50 trillion to
one chance on winning the

championship, especially

this game. All of the Tar
Heel fans will have to wait a
little while to root for Duke
to lose to a lower seed.
Everyone just watch the
game for the first 15 minutes and you will see what I
mean.

The Blue Devils will
defeat the Hornets 93-47,

BASEBALL TEAM 2-2
IN FOUR DAYS
From

the Register

Sports Department

On Mar. 12, the Aggies
defeated Norfolk State in a
doubleheader at Marty
Miller Field in Norfolk, Va.
for their first two victories
in the conference.
In game one, the Aggies
defeated the Spartans 3-2.
Michael Hauff (2-1) pitched
a solid outing. Hauff
pitched eight innings,
allowed six hits and had
eight strikeouts.
Jeremy Jones was 2 for 4
with two RBI and a double
for the Aggies.
In game two, the Aggies
defeated Norfolk State 6-3
Ian DiGiorgio (3-3)
pitched six innings and gave
up two runs on the afternoon.

Nick Mayo was 1 for 4
with two RBIs for the
Aggies
On Mar. 13, Norfolk State
had to overcome a three-run
deficit to defeat the Aggies
6-5 on Mar. 13 to finish the
three-game series.
Ryan Reddick brought in
the game-winning run in the
bottom of the ninth to give
the Spartans their first win
in the MEAC.
Starkey was 3 for 4 with
three RBIs and Reddick was
3 for 5 with two RBIs.
Kevin Jenkins (1-1) came
in for relief of Joey Seal. Seal
pitched four innings, allowing no hits or runs. Richard

Hawk (0-1) was credited
with the loss by allowing
two earned runs in the
ninth. Hawk only gave up
one run in the first two
games. He gave up two.
The Aggies (7-14, 2-1
MEAC) jumped ahead with
runs in the first three
innings. Jeremy Jones
brought in the first runner
with a RBI in the first.
Marcus Mack hit a double in
the second and Jones scored
on a wild pitch.
Norfolk State (3-16,1-2)
finally was on the scoreboard with a RBI double by
T.J. Starkey and Reddick hit
a RBI single to cut the lead
to one.
Charlie Gamble and Joe
Mclntyre both had RBI singles in the fifth to increase
their lead to 5-2.
On Mar. 15, the Aggies
wanted to erase their memory of the Norfolk State
game. Campbell took con-

trol at the beginning of the
game as they defeated A&T
7-6 at Taylor Field in Buies
Creek, N.C.
Mike Priest crushed a
homerun in the eighth
inning to break the tie for
the Camels (4-1).
Eric Neal (0-2) was credited for the loss. Neal gave
up the homer to Priest.
Campbell attacked Aggies
starting pitcher Chris
Summers. In three innings,
Summers gave up six hits
and five earned runs.
Priest and Tim Holt had
three RBIs each for

Campbell

Jones and Mclntyre each

brought in two runs for
A&T.

The Aggies will be back at
home when they will play
against Princeton from the
Ivy League today at 3 p.m.
at War Memorial Stadium.

Campus View Apartments

Brand New 3 Bedroom
Apartments!
Open Fall Semester 2005
Call 333-9998
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